Upon taking an X-Ray, our Exposure Scale will immediately let you know if you are under or overexposing the patient:

- **Exposure too low**
- **Exposure too high**
- **Exposure correct!**

This dental chart screen allows the mapping of dental images to particular tooth numbers.

The change in color tells us that dental images have been mapped to a particular set of teeth.

The dental chart then can be used to filter the display and show only the shots that correspond to particular teeth. The figure above shows all the images mapped to the teeth indicated by yellow high-lighting.

Create glossy color dental reports showing before and after pictures, radiographic images of damaged/infected teeth, and understandable dental charts.

After shooting an X-ray, you can use the Triadan Numbering System to select the appropriate teeth.

---

**SOPRO Imaging** Software is the central interface for the SOPIX, PSPIX and the SOPRO cameras (Intra-Oral and Endoscopy).

SOPRO Imaging’s multilingual software can be used to enter, process and archive x-ray images, color images and video sequences.

**Now available in 2 formats:**
- **64-bit**
- **32-bit**

Compatible with:
- Mac OS®
- Apple®

**The Single Solution for all of your Imaging Needs...**
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Acquire X-Ray
Print
Dental Chart
Acquire FMS
Acquire UbiCam Images
Oscilloscope Mode
Make a UbiCam Movie
Help
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**SOPRO Imaging’s multilingual software can be used to enter, process and archive x-ray images, color images and video sequences.**

Patient Take-Home Record

Create glossy color dental reports showing before and after pictures, radiographic images of damaged/infected teeth, and understandable dental charts.
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